CAPABILITY STATEMENT

We are Agile OptimizersTM
We optimize organizations to help them achieve strategic goals faster, with more
predictability and lower risk. We use the Snowbird Transformation-Squared ApproachTM –
we transform the transformation – propelling organizations beyond where initial Agile
transformations left them. Snowbird Agility brings scalability, repeatability, and Agile
maturity to your entire organization.

CORE COMPETENCIES



CAGE Code: 8LP06



UEI: PRDBBZ21S313
Federal Certifications:

Agile Transformation. Increase transparency, identify and improve workflow
inefficiencies, resulting in a happier, more productive workplace.
Agile Optimization. Foster long-term implementation and sustainable workflows. Our
Agile Coaches, Scrum Masters, Release Train Engineers (RTEs), Solution Train Engineers
(STEs), and Agile PMO support provides the necessary infrastructure to sustain and
improve upon your existing Agile implementation.
Training & Certification. Establish industry-proven practices through individual and
organization-wide training and certification. We provide custom, hands-on
workshops as well as SAFe® Certification training.
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NAICS Codes
 541512 Primary


511210



541511



541519



541611



541618



611420



611430

Contact Information
Sharon Grimm, CEO
Office: (951) 805-8229
Direct: (858) 243-0742
Email: info@snowbirdagility.com

418 W. Patrick Street
Frederick, MD 21704
www.snowbirdagility.com




Snowbird Agility’s Transformation-Squared ApproachTM transforms the Agile
transformation, taking it to a state of Agile maturity rarely seen elsewhere.
Our holistic mindset-process-technical solutioning fosters organizational success.
We help keep the organization motivated to relentlessly improve.
Our implementations are successful because we have long-term scalability in mind.
We bring Agile maturity to organizations and programs while learning and adapting
to the broader landscape and ecosystem.

STRATEGIC QUESTIONS WE HELP YOU ANSWER WITH A “YES!”




Are you working across programs or business units to deliver consistent reporting
to organizational leadership?
Do you have a fully transparent connection between your vision and all of the work
being accomplished throughout your organization?
Are you confident in your deliverables beyond the next sprint or quarter? Do you
have a long-term, data-driven roadmap informed by teams’ inputs?

PAST PERFORMANCE SUCCESS STORIES
•

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services: Snowbird Agility quickly identified
and addressed pain points in the existing Agile implementation. Our continued
involvement streamlined toolsets and practices, aligned expectations
throughout the program, and set the stage for cross-departmental
collaboration for Agile excellence.

•

Northrop Grumman: Snowbird Agility facilitated the transformation of an
entire sector’s process toolkit. This brought the documentation current, and
improved readability and usability, which increased its usage by over 1,000%.

•

Verimatrix: Snowbird Agility implemented a successful long-term enterprise
transformation where releases increased predictability by more than three-fold
and the culture shifted to one of trust and respect, which resulted in happier,
more productive employees.

